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Preface
The 16th International Symposium on Fundamentals of Computation Theory (FCT 2007) was held in Budapest on 27–30
August 2007, and was jointly organized by the Computer and Automation Research Institute of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences and the Institute of Computer Science, University of Szeged.
The conference received submissions from many areas of theoretical computer science, including automata and formal
languages, design and analysis of algorithms, computational and structural complexity, semantics, logic, algebra and
categories in computer science, circuits and networks, learning theory, specification and verification, parallel and distributed
systems, concurrency theory, cryptography and cryptographic protocols, approximation and randomized algorithms,
computational geometry, quantum computation and information, and bio-inspired computation.
The scientific program featured invited lectures by Ahmed Bouajjani (Paris), Oscar H. Ibarra (Santa Barbara), László Lovász
(Budapest), and Philip J. Scott (Ottawa), and presentations of 39 papers selected from 147 submissions.
This special issue contains the full-length papers of ten submitted articles selected from the highest ranked contributions.
The papers reflect the high level of the conference and represent a wide range of topics. We are grateful to the authors for
their cooperation. All papers were refereed in accordance with the usual high standards of Theoretical Computer Science.
We are grateful to the members of the Program Committee of FCT 2007 and their subreferees as well as to all those who
served as reviewers of the papers submitted to this special issue.
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